FALL COMMENCEMENT

December 17, 2008

DEPARTMENT OF
CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING

Graduation Ceremony

Room 1011, Engineering Building 1
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina
1:30 – 2:30PM
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING
GRADUATION CEREMONY

Wednesday, December 17, 2008

Program

1:30PM Welcome and Introductory Remarks
   Introduction of the Faculty and Staff and Comments
   Dr. Peter S. Fedkiw, Department Head

Awarding of Diplomas

Closing

2:30PM Reception – Atrium

Faculty and Staff

Sandra S. Bailey                              Michael Flickinger                              Gwen L. Johnson                              Steven W. Peretti
Ken Beatty                                    Jan Genzer                                     Robert M. Kelly                                Bala Rao
Lisa G. Bullard                                Christine S. Grant                             Saad A. Khan                                   George W. Roberts
Ruben G. Carbonell                            Keith E. Gubbins                                Shirley Kow                                    Richard J. Spontak
Joseph M. DeSimone                            Carol K. Hall                                  H. Henry Lamb                                  Alison J. Stieglitz
Michael D. Dickey                             Diane F. Harper                                Jing Leng                                      Orlin D. Vele
Saundra L. Doby                                Jason M. Haugh                                 P.K. Lim                                       Rajani Verghese
Angela Efimenko                                Sheila M. Hayes                                June W. McKoy                                  Clarice A. Whitmarsh
Kirill Efimenko                                Wesley A. Henderson                            David F. Ollis                                 Hubert Winston
Peter S. Fedkiw                                Harold B. Hopfenberg                           Russ O’Dell                                    Ching-Kit Yeung
Richard M. Felder                             Jesse Jur                                      Gregory N. Parsons
Doctor of Philosophy Recipients

Dipak Barua
Advisor: Dr. Jason Haugh
Suk Tai Chang
Advisor: Dr. Orlin Velev

Paul Chin
Advisor: Dr. David Ollis
Amit Gupta
Advisor: Dr. Saad Khan

Caryn Lynn Heldt
Advisor: Dr. Ruben Carbonell
Xenia Clarissa Tombokan
Advisors: Dr. Ruben Carbonell, Dr. Peter Kilpatrick

Vincent James Verruto
Advisor: Dr. Peter Kilpatrick
Chun-Chao Wang
Advisor: Dr. Jason Haugh

Haiou Yang
Advisor: Dr. Ruben Carbonell

Master of Science Recipients

Christopher Mark Aberg (Thesis)
Matej Krajcovic (Thesis)
Christopher George Arges (Distance Ed)
Haiyan Liu
Sara Ashley Arvidson
Elizabeth Michelle Lynch
Nimish Gera
Shriraj Misal
Nargess Golafra
Inci Ozdemir
MD. Mahmud Hussain
Kristen Ekiert Roskov
Jairus Matthew Kleinert

Bachelor of Science Graduates

Malonda Lili Bumba
Alison Leigh Thomas (S) ‡‡
Seth Franklin Carter †††
Trevor Hobbs Treasure ‡‡
Jesse Daystar†
Jonathon Robert Harding (V) †††
Jackson Cheng-Han Yeh
Joseph Anthony Miraya
Ding Shan Yuan
Samuel Mootoo
Danielle Ann Zimmerman

S – University Scholars Program  V – University Valedictorian (4.0)
† Cum Laude  ‡‡ Magna Cum Laude  ‡‡‡ Summa Cum Laude
Student Accomplishments

Undergraduates

- **Seth Franklin Carter** – BS Paper Science and Engineering, Pulp and Paper Foundation Scholarship, AIChE, TAPPI, (Activities Chair)
- **Jonathon Robert Harding** – University Valedictorian, Minor in Mathematics, National Merit Scholarship, California Star Scholarship, University Scholars Program
- **Joseph Anthony Miraya** – BS Paper Science and Engineering, Pulp and Paper Merit Scholarship
- **Samuel Mootoo** – Caribbean Students Association (President), AIChE, HOVENS L.L.C Scholarship, Robert C. Byrd Engineering Transfer Scholarship
- **Alison Leigh Thomas** – Society of Women Engineers (President), Tau Beta Pi, University Scholars Program
- **Trevor Hobbs Treasure** – BS Paper Science and Engineering, Pulp and Paper Merit Scholarship, Energy Related Undergraduate Research Award Recipient from TAPPI
- **Danielle Ann Zimmerman** – AIChE

Graduate Students

- **Christopher Mark Aberg** – Vivian Stannett Fellowship
- **Sara Ashley Arvidson** – Dean’s Fellowship, North Carolina State University Alumni Association Fellowship, Norvin A. Clontz / Milliken Fellowship, CBE Graduate Recruiting Captain
- **Suk Tai Chang** – Schoenborn Poster Presentation
- **Caryn Lynn Heldt** – Dean’s Fellowship, Biotechnology Training Program Traineeship, CBE Graduate Recruiting Captain
- **Jairus Matthew Kleinert** – Dean’s Fellowship, Biotechnology Training Program (BTP) Traineeship, National AIChE Poster Presentation, CBE Graduate Recruiting Captain
- **Kristen Ekiert Roskov** – National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship, CBE Graduate Recruiting Captain
- **Vincent James Verruto** – Dean’s Fellowship, CBE Graduate Recruiting Captain, Schoenborn Poster Presentation, CBE Graduate Recruiting Captain